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Abstract 
The purpose of this study is to determine the factors that influenced competitive pricing for 
airlines in Malaysia. A particular route, Kuala Lumpur to Singapore has been selected as the 
case study whilst observing a comparison of competitive pricing between full service and low 
cost carriers. This research was derived in response of World’s Busiest International Air 
Routes report from OAG Aviation Worldwide that shows more than 30,000 flights frequency 
on average in both directions for international route Kuala Lumpur to Singapore on an annual 
basis. This study will try to explore the influence in competitive pricing between forecast on 
demand and product quality. A framework model has been proposed to determine the factors 
on competitive airlines pricing in Malaysia. The outcome of this study is to assist airlines to 
develop an effective approach for competitive pricing for passengers to choose their desired 
air carrier for short haul flight sectors. 
Keywords:  Competitive Pricing, Forecast on Demand, Product Quality, Low Cost Carriers, 
Full Service Carriers. 
 
Introduction 
This study will determine the factors affecting airlines passenger’s competitive pricing in 
purchasing airlines ticket between full service carriers (FSC) and low cost carriers (LCC) whilst 
focusing on one point of sales (POS) from the one of the busiest routing globally, Kuala 
Lumpur to Singapore. Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA) has been ranked by The OAG 
International Megahubs Index 2019 as number 12th in its Top 20 most connected airports 
worldwide while Singapore Changi Airport (SIN) ranks 8th overall, is the largest Megahubs in 
Asia Pacific are all located in South East Asia. The key in measuring the effectiveness on this 
ranking is the comparison between leading international airports hubs as connecting points, 
globally and regionally. There is a research review of Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA)  
due to its strategic location in the Centre of South East Asia famous airport, Singapore Changi 
International Airport (SIN), Bangkok Suvarnabhumi International Airport (BKK) and Jakarta 
Soekarno-Hatta International Airport (CGK)(Bardai et. al, 2017). The top three places for the 
low-cost International Megahubs remain as they were in 2017, with Kuala Lumpur Airport 
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(KUL) ranked in 1st place. Low-cost carrier AirAsia dominates the airport with 40 percent of 
flight operations. – Ranked 2nd is Jakarta Airport (CGK) and in 3rd place is Singapore Changi 
Airport (SIN). At both airports the dominant airline is a legacy carrier indicating the strength 
of competition between prime legacy and low-cost budget airlines (The Megahubs 
International Index). This is one of the cause factor of war pricing competitiveness between 
the Full Service Network Carrier (prime carrier) and Low Cost Carrier (budget carrier) in 
airlines industry in Malaysia as stated by O’Connell and Williams (2005), low cost airlines have 
intensified the direct competition with full service airlines, particularly during the weak 
economic situation in 2008 and 2009. Today’s air transport is a demanding and competitive 
business, where margins are tight and is usual that some airlines record losses of millions 
(Cento, 2008). 
 
A uniqueness in the aviation industry is that this industry's capabilities captures the attention 
of the wide consumer because of its glamorous and ability to impact on the large and growing 
numbers of consumers worldwide (Chan, 2000). From the report determine by OAG Aviation, 
which shows that air routes between Kuala Lumpur and Singapore are the busiest routes in 
the world with 30,537 trips between the two airports in the year to February 2018. This is 
means that average of 84 flights per day plied in this route. Kuala Lumpur to Singapore 
overtook the previous dominated Asian destination route, Hong Kong to Taipei (Air Travel 
Industry Reports. OAG). For the operating carrier, there are two different key players in this 
route. A host of low cost carriers such as budget airlines Scoot, Jetstar, Air Asia and hybrid 
airlines, Malindo Air to compete with the two countries' flagship carriers, Malaysia Airlines 
and Singapore Airlines. This airlines legacy also known as Full Service Network Carrier or prime 
carrier. 
 
This research is conducted to fill the research gap by studying factors of competitive dynamic 
pricing in Malaysia between routing KUL-SIN by understanding the pricing competitive in fare 
structure and design benchmarking approach between forecast on demand, product quality 
and market segmentation in bellows criteria’s: 
 
i. Passenger Type 
ii. Market Segmentation 
iii. Schedule 
iv. Product Quality 
v. Fares and Network Seasonality 
vi. Pricing Elasticity 
vii. Yield Management  
 
Looking into airline revenue management, an action in pricing setting and managing yield 
through inventory to optimize total revenue while inventory is just one input to the final price 
presented to a customer. To realize the potential of total revenue management, airlines must 
adopt a bundled model that considers not only ticket price but also the probability that 
passengers will purchase other products and services from the airline before, during, and 
after their journey. 
 
The ability to make this important analysis is not an advantage to most airlines. Not everybody 
as some airline personnel are able to identify the concepts of ticket purchase to the airfare 
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for passengers. There is a different control on pricing to be specific on the price range, 
seasonality, travel month and the significant seat capacity allotment that need to be analyze 
before the airlines distribute the fares to the trade. Price is the most important reason why 
passengers chose LCCs as compares to FSCs. This is considered to be one of the strengths of 
LCC over FSC airlines.  
 
Robust demand for international air travel is making the pricing offers by competitor’s airlines 
very sensitive and too competitive while flying between Kuala Lumpur and Singapore which 
only takes about an hour compare to driving that almost four hours in more than 296.7km via 
North-South Expressway (NSE)/E2 (Google Maps). Some of the travelers will choose to fly 
instead of driving due to the distance and time. There is a research study about customer 
satisfaction is the most important contributor to customer loyalty (Oliver, 1999) and also has 
significant effect on the shareholder value (Anderson et.al, 2004). The emergence of LCCs 
managed to “steal” customers from the commercial airlines especially price sensitive 
customer. Even those high end customers are no longer willing to pay such a high fares on air 
transport and benefit the LCCs. Air transport is not a luxurious thing anymore. At this point of 
time, traditional airlines faced challenges from low cost airlines where they find difficulty on 
sustaining their business. 
 
Therefore, to get an access on reviewing the best offer, airlines passenger will often use travel 
booking sites for price comparisons before the actual purchase via Computer Reservations 
System (CRS). A computer reservation system is used for the reservations of a particular 
airline and interfaces with a global distribution system (GDS) which supports travel agencies 
and other distribution channels in making reservations for most major airlines in a single 
system. Airline industry observers have generally assumed that the demand for airline travel 
is price elastic as per research regarding price discrimination involves selling different units of 
output at different prices. Indeed, one of the primary benefits expected with airline 
deregulation was a fall in the fare level and increased passenger traffic were regulatory real 
time price and service restrictions removed. Pricing in the airline industry is known to be very 
complex, resulting in substantial and well-documented price dispersion (Gerardi and Shapiro, 
2009). Deneckere and Peck (2012) point out that airline industry belongs to a rather wide 
class of markets, in which good is offered for sale for a limited length of time, capacity is set 
in advance, and aggregate demand is uncertain. The phenomenon of the world growth in low-
cost airlines has resulted in putting their focus on pricing strategies, issues of cost recovery 
and their impact on the traffic and market shares of legacy carriers or other low-cost carriers 
when they are competing, either directly or at adjacent airports.  
 
The main objective of the research is, 
 - to study what is the most dominant factors that determined the influenced of the 
competitor strength specific for KUL-SIN route only.  
Few study factors were found from literature like; Dynamic Airline Pricing and Seat Availability 
by Kevin R. Williams (2017) which show that the forces are complements in airline markets 
and lead to significantly higher revenues, as well as increased consumer surplus, compared 
to a more restrictive pricing regime as per Botimer (1996) and Belobaba and Wilson (1997) 
investigate effects of yield management external to the firm using it. Botimer (1996) presents 
arguments for efficiency of yield management pricing in the airline industry, and Belobaba 
and Wilson (1997) investigate the impacts of yield management introduction in competitive 
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airline markets. Most yield management research is to deal with revenue maximization. One 
approach is to assume that customers arrive to request a flight, state the price they will pay, 
and then the firm decides whether or not to serve them. Van Slyke and Young (2000) study 
this situation in terms of filling a knapsack of fixed capacity with objects of known weights (or 
vector weights, to fill multi- dimensional knapsacks) and value, each type which arrives as a 
time-dependent Poisson process. With the goal of maximizing value, each object is accepted 
or rejected at the time of arrival. The case of equal weights is applied to airline seat inventory 
control, since each customer uses one seat, and the multi-dimensional knapsack is applied to 
the problem of allocating seats in a multiple origin and destination flight network. Customers 
arrive throughout the continuous time horizon and state their price and demand size, and the 
firm decides whether to accept the request. A semi-Markov decision process is used, and an 
optimal policy and its analytical properties are found when demand arrives as a semi-Markov 
process. Past research has found that there is a relation for the pricing elasticity in maximize 
airlines revenue and yield management. 
 
Literature Review and Operationalize Definition 

The definition of each of terms use in independent variables was explained as below 
according to previous researchers. 
 
Market Segmentation 
According to Mark Anthony Camilleri (2018), market segmentation defined as:“…... is the 
actual process of identifying segments of the market and the process of dividing a broad 
customer b a s e  into s u b -groups of consumers consisting of existing and prospective 
customers. Is a consumer- oriented process and can be applied to almost any type of market.” 
 
Product Quality 
According to Zeithaml, Bitner, and Gremler, (2009), product quality defined as:".. a consumer's 
judgment about the overall superiority of a product or service is widely acknowledged as one 
of the important determinants of brand loyalty." 
 
Demand Forecast 
According to Hoover, Jim (2009), demand forecast defined as: “Demand forecasting is a field of 
predictive analytics which tries to understand and predict customer demand to optimize supply 
decisions by corporate supply chain and business management." 
 
Competitive Pricing 
According to Gael Grasset, (2015) pricing competitive defined as:“Competitive pricing consists 
of setting the price at the same level as one’s competitors. This method relies on the idea 
that competitors have already thoroughly worked on their pricing. In any market, many 
firms sell the same or very similar products, and according to classical economics, the price 
for these products should, in theory, already be at an equilibrium (or at least at a local 
equilibrium)." 
 
However, in this study will narrow focus into specific factor determine the airlines pricing 
competitive between Full Service Network Carriers (Prime Carriers) and Low Cost Carriers 
(Budget Airlines) that is operated between KUL to SIN route departure from KLIA or to be 
specific one way fares level. To define the competitive level, Williams (2018) has looked into 
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dynamic airline pricing concept framework in the airline industry, taking into account both 
forces: intertemporal price discrimination (fares responding to time) and dynamic adjustment 
to stochastic demand (fares responding to seats sold). The existing research documents the 
importance of intertemporal price discrimination and dynamic adjustment to stochastic 
demand separately in airline markets, and the central contribution of this paper is to study 
them jointly and quantify their interactions. Consistent with the idea of market 
segmentation, Puller, Sengupta, and Wiggins (2015) find that ticket characteristics, such as 
advance purchase discount (APD) requirements, explain much of the dispersion in fares. 
Lazarev (2013) quantifies the welfare effects of airline pricing by estimating a model of 
intertemporal price discrimination but not dynamic adjustment. 
 
Zentner (2016) has discuss in this case study Service as a Strategy: A Review of Singapore 
Airlines (SIA). The method for service quality assessment employed by SIA is the use of 
feedback collection from customers to help gauge employee and operational performance 
(Hart and Lytle, 1986). Though this information can provide feedback to help leadership 
understand the climate and perceptions of consumers, it is very limited as feedback is 
sporadic and may not be fully representative of the target population. 
 
The work Spasojevic (2013) indicated that quality assurance measure have a positive impact 
on productivity. It would be strongly suggested that SIA triangulates their methods of 
assessment to include operational benchmarking, with planned surveying to direct 
populations and the assessment of the external (e.g. economic, cultural) trends to help 
drive decisions. From Whyte and Lohmann, (2015) case study has define how Jet Star, another 
key player for low cost carrier between KUL-SIN routing. Several researchers have questioned 
whether full-service airlines (FSAs) might create distinct business streams on a single 
integrated production platform. Gillen and Gados (2008) assess the problems associated with 
mixing business models and suggest that AWAs use different operating parameters requiring 
a different type of culture that eventually results in a poor strategic fit with the parent airline's 
business model. Graham and Vowles (2006) post that CWCs represent a strategic response to 
the growth of low-cost airlines that had tapped into the price-conscious leisure market. 
Several airlines that previously established subsidiary airlines have now reabsorbed those 
subsidiaries and created an “economy lite” product that offers a certain number of seats on 
specific flights “down the back” that require payment for food, refreshments and in-flight 
entertainment. 
 
Brands are increasingly seen as valuable assets which play an integral part in the marketing 
strategy (Morling and Strannegard, 2004). Davis (2002) is confident that customers do not 
have a relationship with a product or service; but they do have relationship with a brand. 
Brand is suggested to be the purveyor of advantages in economic and symbolic value to the 
consumer. Previous researchers have developed some theoretical frameworks in identifying 
consumers’ thinking and responses toward brands (De Chernatony et. al, 2011), enabling 
marketers to obtain sustainable differentiation through effective consumer-centered 
marketing activities. Aaker (1996) have suggested two paramount developments in branding 
that focused on brand image. However, Turley and Moore (1995), argued that the branding 
models proposed were concentrated on product branding instead of services branding.  
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Choice between low-cost and full-fare was the topic of few articles before. For example, Mikulić 
and Prebežac (2011) studied choice between those two types of airlines by surveying 
passengers of both, and observing which factors were the most important for them. Huse and 
Evangelho (2007) looked into the same question, but for business travelers, taking into 
consideration factors usually important for them such as availability of business lounges and 
frequent-flyer programs. O’Connell and Williams (2005) took into account both leisure and 
business passengers, looking into which factors were the most important for them while 
choosing either low cost or full-fare airline. One of interesting findings included “a strong 
bias towards young people taking low cost carriers” (p. 271). The next factor is service 
reliability. Safety was found to be extremely important factor in all studies related to choice 
of any travel product. It is crucial for both leisure and business travelers. The next factor is 
service reliability. Again, like Mikulić and Prebežac (2011), we are going to include two 
attributes in this factor: 

 
- Airline safety perceptions 
- On-time performance 

 
Safety was found to be extremely important factor in all studies related to choice of any 
travel product. It is crucial for both leisure and business travelers. Most studies found on-
time performance to often be very significant for business travelers on short-haul 
flights, while passengers taking long-haul flights are usually more time flexible 
(Proussaloglou and Koppelman, 1999). 
 
Oriol Lordan (2014) also looking into network overview for Full Service Carrier and Low 
Cost Carrier in his study, Study of the Full-Service and Low-Cost Carriers Network 
Configuration. All Asian airlines have high values of between ness centrality, showing that 
they tend to centralize its operations around a set of hubs or bases. Interestingly, LCCs 
have the lowest values of gamma, while FSCs have higher values. This fact suggests that 
Asian LCCs plan its route portfolio around a base, which is the origin and destination of 
most of its routes. Their route network is quite different from the European LCCs, which 
operate in several bases. It must be noted that Asian LCCs network structure may be 
limited by the bilateral restrictions; whereas European LCCs  network structure may be 
affected  by capacity shortage (consequently) at major airports, etc. Chinese carriers are 
still subject to entry regulation in domestic markets. Single versus multiple hub network 
are affected by the size of the network as well as regulatory constraints – domestic or 
international. According to Loizos Heracleous and Jochen Wirtz (2010), Singapore Airlines is 
positioned as a premium carrier with high levels of innovation and excellent levels of 
service, and has made a strategic choice of giving priority to profitability over size. The 
internal organizational practices outlined in this paper, such as continuous people 
development and rigorous service design are key aspects of operationalizing and sustaining 
this positioning and strategic choice. From a case study Willem Smit and Christopher Dula 
(2014) which is explaining that Scoot as an excellent example of strategic brand positioning: 
it is well set to shield its parent brand Singapore Airlines from competitive pricing and 
to help preserve its premium brand status. More than that, however, it allows the group to 
take advantage of market opportunities that are inaccessible to Singapore Airlines. Scoot 
is, in fact, a separate airline with a distinct brand, identity and purpose. However, building 
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its distinct brand while managing customer expectations as a member of the Singapore 
Airlines Group was – and will continue to be – a delicate endeavour.  
 
Preposition Development 
Research framework as shows in below Figure 1 with correspondent prepositions. As 
regards to airfares, passengers will choose any convenience airlines carriers based on the 
pricing competitive with supportive factors. 

 

 
Figure 1 – The Proposed  Study Model 
 
The research framework consists an overview of two independent variables, airlines pricing 
competitive is served as a dependent variable. The independent variables of this study consist 
of a factor that will affect airlines passenger's intention, airlines passengers' market 
segmentation, airlines product quality, airlines fares seasonality, seat availability and demand 
forecast. Besides that, a conceptual framework had been developed in order to examine the 
relationship between each independent variable and dependent variable. The conceptual 
framework as shown in Figure 1 was developed to portray the variables that affected the 
airlines pricing competitive and hence affect the intention to purchase the airfares tickets 
between prime carriers and budget carriers. In a competitive market one might expect a 
strong positive relationship between price and product quality. For most products the 
relationship between price and quality was weak. Hypotheses were developed and tested to 
explain the variation of price-quality correlations across products. For each airline, there is a 
study on how to sustain their business by improve the service quality and upgrade the product 
satisfaction. Some of the low cost carrier or budgets airlines is not provide the same service 
as prime carrier. This would determine on below prepositions: 
Preposition 1: Product Quality significantly influence pricing competitive. 
The relations between Demand Forecast and Pricing Competitive. 
 
Since nowadays, Air Asia as a low cost carrier has promote their tagline as “Now, everyone 
can fly”. This is will support that anyone has a chance to use air transportation in order to 
save their time. This study is concerned in discovering the price consciousness with the 
demand to purchase of airfares tickets, thus the research hypothesis is proposed as below: 
Preposition 2: Demand forecast significantly influence the pricing competitive. 
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Research and Implications 
These results have important implications for academic and airlines revenue management to 
further study into details on future recommendations. For an airlines pricing specialist, a 
greater understanding into the influence of market structure and competition on dynamic 
pricing provides valuable insights and extends the flow of research details about price 
elasticity. This research allows collaboration with airlines revenue management department 
to include more determination factors that analyses details into pricing benchmark and 
pricing elasticity with dynamics structure. The additional limitation factors that is normally 
apply internally for a pricing specialist analysis task are details on routes performance, market 
share between the dominant carrier, fares seasonality, flight frequency schedule and yield 
management. This factors only be able to proceed with an action research collaboration with 
an internal airline consultation to improve and maximize revenue of the company. As for 
limitations this study is limited only on point to point traffic and does not covers the hub and 
spoke network of flights and looks at only one POS. As such to further research on this study 
it is highly recommended that an empirical evaluation is to be carried out at the next level as 
this study is based on literature review on past studies. 
 
Conclusion 
Based on previous and current studies, strategies can be developed to encourage airlines to 
expand into new markets while discouraging their focus on local markets. The importance 
of understanding how passengers make decisions is outlined in this paper and detailed 
insights about the methods involved in the analysis. The countless details of internal and 
external factors that frequently develop the aviation industry and impact various 
stakeholders have been explored in this paper and it seems that airlines companies today 
more than ever have to be very responsive to change. Product quality assortments replicate 
the analysis of how quickly the competitive advantage can be lost if new opportunities are 
not reflected or products are not improved and redefined. The need to create an 
understanding of the passenger's decision- making process becomes evident when 
analyzing the behavior of passengers who are sensitive to change 
Airline policies as regards to network revenue management must approach competitive 
pricing not only on the types of travelers and other pertinent factors but also at sector length 
and overall competitive landscape of the route. This is done by concentrating on the factors 
of product quality and demand forecast whist correlating on the sector length. As this study 
mainly focusses on international short sector flight length factors on competitive pricing 
factors. It is thus recommended that future studies to focus on competitive pricing factors at 
medium to long haul flight sector lengths for the airline industry.
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